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The new Fendi x Rinowa suitcase is  available in total black or in a natural aluminum color with contras ting black handles . Image courtesy of Fendi
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Italian fashion label Fendi is reuniting with German luggage label Rimowa for a one-of-a-kind travel addition with
flair.

The unique suitcase is crafted with Rimowa's signature aluminum and poignant Fendi details, bringing together
codes of two LVMH houses. The new piece will be available in Fendi stores starting September 2021 and on
Fendi.com as a pre-launch later this month.

Traveling in style 
The new suitcase from the partnership brings one-of-a-kind to a new level, with a name tag in Cuoio Romano leather
so that buyers can add their initials with hot stamping, as is customary for Fendi bags.

The suitcase also features black Cuoio Romano leather handles on the top and side and Fendi's emblematic FF logo
appears with a brushed effect on the aluminum.

The new suitcase features  sophis ticated detailing from both brands . Image courtesy of Fendi
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The suitcase is available in total black or in a natural aluminum color with contrasting black handles. The cabin of
the suitcase is equipped with a multi-wheel system to ensure smooth, effortless travel.

The interior of the suitcase has a modern black lining, also with the embossed FF logo.

Rimowa and Fendi first collaborated in the fall of 2017.

In its first collaboration, Rimowa designed an aluminum carry-on case with the sophistication of Fendi's styling
details.

Part of its  Topas luggage line's 80th anniversary celebrations, the limited-edition carry-on case was the first time
Rimowa has collaborated directly with Fendi on a project (see story).
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